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PRI MARY SOURCE 1

Date accessed 13/4/2022

New Zealand. https://digitalnz.org/records/44008839/napier-before-1931-
earthquake

About Source and how it is relevant to theFocus Question:

This photograph shows some of Napier beforethe 1931 earthquake.
In the photo we can see lots of buildings such as Napier Technical
College which came down in the earthquake killing 10 people,
Methodist Free Church and Carlyle Street School. The photographer
is unknown but was probably taken fromMay Avenue area.
This source is relevant to my focusing question (what was the impact
of the Hawkes bay earthquake) because the photo shows what
Napier looked like beforethe earthquake hit Hawkes bay.

DiscussingStrengths and Weakness:

Some strengths of this source are that itis reliable because it
shows what Napier looked like beforethe 1931 earthquake. Because
the source is a photo, I do not get any facts fromit,but I did get some
fromthe photo descr iptionwhich states facts about what
happened, the source does not use propaganda and is not biased.
Some weaknesses of the source are that itis only one partof Napier,so
we do not know what the restof Hawkes bay looked like.Therewas very

Unknown. (24th, July 2020). Napier Before 1931 Earthquake. National Libraryoffew pictures of Hawkes bay beforethe earthquake, I also do not know
when the photo was taken (all we know is that the photo was taken
beforethe earthquake in 1931) I also do not know who took the photo.

WHAT WAS THE IMPACT
OF THE HAWKES BAY

1931 EARTHQUAKE?
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PRI MARY S OURCE 2

Date accessed18/3/2022
Nurses Home, NapierHospitalafterthe3 February1931 earthquake.(n.d.).

MTGHawkes Bay.https://collection.mtghawkesbay.com/objects/92891/nurses-

home-napier-hospital-after-the-3-february-1931-earthquakeke

About Source and how it is relevant to theFocus Question:

This photograph shows a tractorremoving the remainders of the nurse's
home in Napier afterthe 1931 earthquake.The photo was taken by
Arthur Bendigo Hurst,a photographer who lived in Napier at the time.
This source is relevant tomy focus question (What was the impact of
the Hawkes Bay 1931 earthquake?) because eight offduty nurses and
threeofficestaffdied in the nurse's home, and six were severely injured
when the building collapsed. This would have impacted the fr iendsand
family of the people who died,and the hospital would have been
understaffed when they needed all the help they could get.

DiscussingStrengths and Weakness:

Some strengths of this pr imarysource are that itis reliable because it
shows us some of what happened in Hawkes Bay after the 1931
Earthquake. The source itself does not use facts,but the descr iptionof
the photos tells us facts about what is happening in the photo, also the
source does not use propaganda and is not biased.
Some weaknesses of the source are that the picturewas taken at a
particular place in Napier,so we do not know what the restof Hawkes
bay looks like,but itdoes give us a rough idea of what happened. We
also do not know the exact date the photo was taken (whether itwas
straightafteror a week later.)
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